BIGGUN=BIGFUN!

Made in the U.S.A., the BFR offers awesome power and accuracy in
an all-stainless package built to precise tolerances. It’s designed to meet
all your handgun hunting requirements, whether you like to shoot the
classic .45/70 or the newest .500 S&W, .50 AE and .30/30 Winchester.
One of the biggest, finest revolvers you can own, this comfortableto-shoot, single-action design retails for less than $900. For more information, visit your favorite firearms dealer, or visit our website at
www.magnumresearch.com.

.500 S&W
Magnum

.50 AE

.30/30
Winchester

.45/70 Gov’t

.45 Long Colt/ .475 Linebaugh
not for sale in California

.480 Ruger

MAGNUM’S

BIGGEST, FINEST
REVOLVER

.450 Marlin

.444 Marlin

.454 Casull

.460 S&W

.22 Hornet

Show Your Stuff
Join The Trophy Club

Hunters who hunt with Magnum
Research products are invited to join
the Magnum Research Trophy
Club. When you join, you
will receive a certificate of
membership and a free
Trophy Club T-shirt that
will make your friends
extremely jealous. (Color
and fabric content may vary.)
To join, just provide some basic
written information and a photograph of yourself with the trophy and the
pistol or rifle you used. Your name should
be noted on the back of the photo, and the
following information should be noted on a
3” x 5” index card:
• Name • Address • Type of animal
• Type and caliber of firearm (must be a
Magnum Research product) • When and
where the hunt took place • Other interesting
details or circumstances • T-shirt size (M, L, XL, XXL)

Entries should meet the following guidelines:
1) Any game harvested in a fair chase is a “trophy.”
2) The photo should be tasteful. The hunter and the
firearm should both appear in the photo with the
trophy.
3) The photo should be taken at or near the site of
the hunt (not in the hunter’s den with a mounted
trophy).
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Photos and facts may be used in Magnum Research’s
promotional materials. (Photos cannot be returned.)
Trophy Club photos and cards should be sent to Magnum
Research, Attention: Trophy Club, 7110 University
Avenue N.E., Minneapolis, MN 55432.
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How To Order
By Phone: Call 1-800-772-6168 or 763-574-1868
weekdays 8:30-4:30 (Central Time) with your Visa or
Mastercard close at hand.
By Mail: Send your order to Magnum Research,
7110 University Avenue N.E., Minneapolis, MN 55432.
Include a check, money order, or credit card information;
shipping address, and a daytime phone number.
By Fax: Fax your order, including credit card information,
shipping address, and a daytime phone number, to
(763) 574-0109.
By E-mail: Order via the Internet by accessing our
website at www.magnumresearch.com

®

SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES
Charges include packaging and our insurance.
Ammunition can only be shipped ground service
and must be signed for by an adult.
Parts / Accessories
Total
Order Amount
Up to $5.00

Standard
Delivery
$3.99

Express
2nd Day
$13.99

Express
Next Day
$23.99

$5.01 to $15.00
$15.01 to $35.00
$35.01 to $45.00
$45.01 to $65.00
$65.01 to $75.00
$75.01 to $100.00
$100.01 to $125.00
$125.01 to $150.00
$150.01 to $250.00
$250.01 to $350.00
$350.01 to $500.00
Over $500.00

5.99
7.99
8.99
9.99
10.99
12.99
13.99
14.99
16.99
17.99
18.99
19.99

15.99
17.99
18.99
19.99
20.99
22.99
26.99
27.99
28.99
32.99
37.99
39.99

25.99
27.99
29.99
29.99
32.99
32.99
36.99
37.99
38.99
42.99
48.99
49.99

Shipments to Alaska & Hawaii must go by air (express) or U.S. mail.

SALES TAX - MN only
Minnesota Residents: Add 6.5% sales tax to your
item total (excluding apparel).
Visit us at: www.magnumresearch.com
Contact us: through website
or at info@magnumresearch.com
Prices throughout this catalog are
subject to change without notice.

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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Mark XIX System Components
Note: Magazines are compatible with
all versions of the Desert Eagle Pistol:
Mark I, Mark VII, and current Mark XIX.

.357 Magnum Components
6-inch barrel, .357 Magnum, Mark XIX
10-inch barrel, .357 Magnum, Mark XIX
9-round magazine, .357 Magnum
Bolt assembly, .357 Magnum, Mark XIX

BAR3576
BAR35710
MAG357
BOLT357

$389.00
$459.00
$45.00
$219.00

The Mark XIX .357 barrels are fluted down both sides and the top.

.44 Magnum Components
6-inch barrel, .44 Magnum, Mark XIX
10-inch barrel, .44 Magnum, Mark XIX
8-round magazine, .44 Magnum
Bolt assembly, .44/.50 (not shown)

BAR446
BAR4410
MAG44
BOLT4450

$389.00
$459.00
$45.00
$219.00

The Mark XIX .44 barrels are fluted down both sides.

.50 A.E. Components
6-inch barrel, .50 A.E.
10-inch barrel, .50 A.E.
7-round magazine, .50 A.E.
Bolt assembly, .44/.50 (not shown)

Credit Card Orders
1-800-772-6168 • 763-574-1868
Weekdays 8:30 - 4:30 Central Time
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BAR506
BAR5010
MAG50
BOLT4450

$389.00
$459.00
$45.00
$219.00

Above part numbers are standard black finish. For custom
finishes on components, see pages 6-7 for additional part
numbers and pricing.

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

The Platform
The entire Mark XIX Component System is based on a single platform. With its gas operation,
rotating bolt and all-steel construction, this is the heart of the firearm. Once you’ve
purchased a Mark XIX Desert Eagle, you can change the barrel length or the caliber
in seconds, if you have the appropriate Mark XIX components on hand.
(See the listing of components on the facing page.)

The Desert Eagle Pistol
The Mark XIX Desert Eagle Pistol offers true interchangeability.
Six different pistols are available — .357 Magnum, .44 Magnum
or .50 A.E., each with a 6-inch or 10-inch barrel. Purchase one
pistol and you have the platform to build the other five with a
simple switch of components.
The Mark XIX barrel takes ring mounts directly (see page 8).
The .357 and .44 barrels have been fluted to reduce overall
pistol weight. And the Desert Eagle still provides unmatched
accuracy and control.

The .50 Action Express is recommended for experienced shooters.
.50 A.E. Desert Eagle Pistol, Mark XIX, 6-inch barrel, standard black
DE50
.50 A.E. Desert Eagle Pistol, Mark XIX, 10-inch barrel, standard black
DE5010

$1,299.00
$1,399.00

The .44 Magnum is powerful enough for hunting deer and other large game.
.44 Magnum Desert Eagle Pistol, Mark XIX, 6-inch barrel, standard black
DE44
$1,299.00
.44 Magnum Desert Eagle Pistol, Mark XIX, 10-inch barrel, standard black DE4410
$1,399.00
The .357 Magnum Desert Eagle Pistol was the first semi-auto handgun
capable of firing magnum-caliber ammo with high accuracy and very low recoil.
.357 Magnum Desert Eagle Pistol, Mark XIX, 6-inch barrel, standard black DE357
$1,299.00
.357 Magnum Desert Eagle Pistol, Mark XIX, 10-inch barrel, standard black DE35710 $1,399.00

Mark XIX Component System Package

To purchase a Desert Eagle Pistol,
please see your favorite federally
licensed firearms dealer. Components
can be purchased from your dealer or
directly from Magnum Research.
Platforms are not sold separately.

Acquire an instant Desert Eagle collection. This stunning package consists of an
ICC aluminum carrying case (jacketed in black ballistic nylon) filled with the
following components of the Mark XIX system: .44 Magnum pistol, .44 Magnum
10-inch barrel, .50 A.E. 6-inch barrel, .50 A.E. 10-inch barrel, .50 A.E. magazine,
.357 Magnum 6-inch barrel, .357 Magnum 10-inch barrel, .357 bolt assembly
and .357 magazine. You can also order the package with only 6-inch or only
10-inch barrels. Call 1-800-772-6168 for prices on custom shop finishes.
Mark XIX Component System Package

DEXIX

$4,041.00

Mark XIX System Package/6-inch only

DEXIX6

$2,625.00

Mark XIX System Package/10-inch only

DEXIX10

$2,865.00

We are often asked whether this package is less expensive than ordering the components
separately. It is not, but it is a more convenient way to order.
These packages — and all firearms — must be obtained through your federally licensed
firearms dealer. Parts and accessories can be ordered directly from Magnum Research.

Any and all specifications are subject
to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Scope shown
is not included.
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The Custom Hunting Shop
Titanium Carbon Nitride
(TCN)

Custom-Finished Pistols
A custom finish adds a layer of distinction to the sheer power of the
Desert Eagle. 24K gold appointments can also be added to pistols with any
overall finish. Standard pistol finish is black oxide. Custom finishes shown
below, clockwise from top right of photo, are: 24K gold (GO), polished &
blued (PB), bright nickel (BN), matte chrome (MC), brushed chrome (BC),
polished & blued with gold appointments (PBGO), satin nickel (SN), and
polished chrome (PC). Titanium carbon nitride (TCN), titanium gold (TG)
and black chrome (BKC) finish also available. The titanium gold tiger stripe
(TG-TS) finish is only available on the .50 A.E. We are unable to offer the
TG-TS finish on the .44 or .357 pistols due to the fluting on the barrels.

Titanium Gold
(TG)

Please Note: The magazine that comes with your custom-finished Desert Eagle Pistol
will have a custom-finished base plate and a black oxide body.
PB, BN, MC, BC, SN, or PC finish
Black chrome finish
GO, TG, TCN or TG-TS finish
24K gold appointments

Note 2-letter code
BKC
Note code
Add GO to finish code

$240.00
$350.00
$500.00
$240.00

Polished Chrome
(PC)

Black Chrome
(BKC)
24K Gold
(GO)

Satin Nickel
(SN)
Polished
and
Blued
(PB)
Bright Nickel
(BN)

Polished
and Blued
w/24K Gold
appointments
(PBGO)

Matte Chrome
(MC)
Brushed Chrome
(BC)

NEW!

Tiger Stripe
(TG-TS)
.50 AE ONLY
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Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Custom-Finished Barrels & Magazines
Additional barrels and magazines can be custom-finished to match your pistol.
Barrels are available in all custom finishes.
Please Note: The magazine that comes with your custom-finished Desert Eagle Pistol
will have a custom-finished base plate and a black oxide body.

Custom-Finished Barrels
See page 4 for barrel prices and part numbers, and add custom
finish price to barrel price.
PB, BN, MC, BC, SN, or PC finish
Black chrome finish
GO, TG, or TCN finish

Note 2-letter code
BKC
Note code

$95.00
$95.00
$175.00

Custom-Finished Magazines
Desert Eagle Pistol .50 A.E. Magazine, 7 Rounds
Standard black
Standard black w/chrome base ONLY
Chrome (complete)
Chrome (complete) w/24K gold base
Standard black w/nickel base ONLY
Nickel (complete)
Nickel (complete) w/24K gold base
Standard black w/black chrome base ONLY
Standard black w/24K gold base ONLY
24K gold (complete)
Standard black w/titanium gold base ONLY
Titanium gold (complete)
Standard black w/titanium carbon nitride base ONLY
Titanium carbon nitride (complete)

MAG50
MAG50BLC
MAG50MC
MAG50MCGO
MAG50BLN
MAG50SN
MAG50SNGO
MAG50BLBKC
MAG50BLGO
MAG50GO
MAG50BLTG
MAG50TG
MAG50BLTCN
MAG50TCN

$45.00
$55.00
$75.00
$105.00
$55.00
$75.00
$105.00
$55.00
$75.00
$115.00
$75.00
$115.00
$75.00
$115.00

Desert Eagle Pistol .44 Magnum Magazine, 8 Rounds
Standard black
Standard black w/chrome base ONLY
Chrome (complete)
Chrome (complete) w/24K gold base
Standard black w/nickel base ONLY
Nickel (complete)
Nickel (complete) w/24K gold base
Standard black w/black chrome base ONLY
Standard black w/24K gold base ONLY
24K gold (complete)
Standard black w/titanium gold base ONLY
Titanium gold (complete)
Standard black w/titanium carbon nitride base ONLY
Titanium carbon nitride (complete)

MAG44
MAG44BLC
MAG44MC
MAG44MCGO
MAG44BLN
MAG44SN
MAG44SNGO
MAG44BLBKC
MAG44BLGO
MAG44GO
MAG44BLTG
MAG44TG
MAG44BLTCN
MAG44TCN

$45.00
$55.00
$75.00
$105.00
$55.00
$75.00
$105.00
$55.00
$75.00
$115.00
$75.00
$115.00
$75.00
$115.00

Desert Eagle Pistol .357 Magnum Magazine, 9 Rounds
Standard black
Standard black w/chrome base ONLY
Chrome (complete)
Chrome (complete) w/24K gold base
Standard black w/nickel base ONLY
Nickel (complete)
Nickel (complete) w/24K gold base
Standard black w/black chrome base ONLY
Standard black w/24K gold base ONLY
24K gold (complete)
Standard black w/titanium gold base ONLY
Titanium gold (complete)
Standard black w/titanium carbon nitride base ONLY
Titanium carbon nitride (complete)

MAG357
MAG357BLC
MAG357MC
MAG357MCGO
MAG357BLN
MAG357SN
MAG357SNGO
MAG357BLBKC
MAG357BLGO
MAG357GO
MAG357BLTG
MAG357TG
MAG357BLTCN
MAG357TCN

Trigger Assembly & Jeweled Bolt Assembly
Trigger assembly with trigger stop, black finish, fits into a DEP of any
generation. Eliminates overtravel to enhance accuracy. Adjustable. For
sheer good looks, replace your standard bolt assembly with one that has
a beautifully jeweled finish. Install either assembly yourself.
Trigger assembly with trigger stop
Jeweled bolt assembly for .357 DEP
Jeweled bolt assembly for .44/.50 DEP

00024-1340TS
BOLT357JEWL
BOLT4450JEWL

$95.00
$229.00
$229.00

For custom jeweling, see page 20.
$45.00
$55.00
$75.00
$105.00
$55.00
$75.00
$105.00
$55.00
$75.00
$115.00
$75.00
$115.00
$75.00
$115.00

Standard

Jeweled

New Base Plates for Your Existing Magazines
Please specify finish code after part number: chrome (C), nickel (N),
black chrome (BKC), 24K gold (GO), titanium gold (TG), titanium carbon nitride (TCN).
Magazine base plate (C, N, or BKC)
00025-0705
$19.00
Magazine base plate (GO, TG, or TCN)
00025-0705
$39.00

Credit Card Orders
1-800-772-6168 • 763-574-1868
Weekdays 8:30 - 4:30 Central Time

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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Shooting Sharpeners
Scope Mounts & Rings for Mark I & VII
(shown at left)
Look-through scope mount clamps to .357, .41 or .44 Desert Eagle (any barrel
length). Field-installable, no drilling or tapping. Fully compatible with our scopes
and sights. Compatible with scope rings (not shown) listed below that clamp
directly onto scope mount.
Scope mount, standard black finish
Scope rings, 1’’, black
Scope rings, 1’’, silver

DEP350B
DEP379
DEP378

$39.00
$25.00
$25.00

Scope Mount for Mark XIX Pistols
This mount (not shown) attaches directly to the top of your Mark XIX
barrel and will give you a wider variety of scope mounting possibilities.
This mount would be required if you are looking to use scopes with
integral bases. If you have any mounting questions, please contact
our Customer Service Department at 1-800-772-6168, Monday-Friday
8:30-4:30 CST.
Scope mount XIX, black
Scope mount XIX, silver

DEP351B
DEP351S

$79.00
$79.00

Ring Mounts
Specially designed see-through ring mounts let you continue to
use your fixed sights, too. Rear ring is angled back to prevent
scope from being affected by muzzle blast. These rings fit all Mark
XIX pistols; no other scope mounts are required if using scopes
without an integral base. Black and matte silver finishes are
pictured above in 1-inch-size.
Ring mounts, 1”, black
Ring mounts, 1”, matte silver
Ring mounts, 30mm, black

DEP380
DEP380S
DEP381

Also available in these finishes while supplies last:
Ring mounts, 1”, polished chrome
DEP380PC
DEP380PB
Ring mounts, 1”, polished & blued
DEP380SN
Ring mounts, 1”, satin nickel
Ring mounts, 1”, bright nickel
DEP380BN
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$29.00
$29.00
$35.00

Our “see-through” ring mounts
let you continue to use your
fixed or adjustable sights on
your Mark XIX pistol.

$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Desert Eagle Sights
Low-profile Millett® sights (see large photo) with white or orange front
ramp and white rear sight are adjustable for windage and elevation.
Sights work in sets, not individually, on all Desert Eagle models, but
front sights are available separately for your extra barrels.

2x

2x

Trijicon® night sight set, 3-dot green front/rear (not shown), is the
brightest, strongest and safest for enhancing night fire accuracy.
For all sights, some fitting is required. Consultation with your gunsmith
is suggested.
Millett sights, white front, white rear
Millett sights, orange front, white rear
Millett front sight, white
Millett front sight, orange
Millett rear sight, white
Installation of Millett sights at MRI (optional)
Trijicon night sights for Desert Eagle

DEP300/W
DEP300/O
DEP301/W
DEP301/O
DEP302/W
WSI
DEP320

$75.00
$75.00
$29.00
$29.00
$50.00
$25.00
$129.00

2x

Leupold® 2x EER Scopes
Improve your accuracy by adding a Leupold scope to your Desert
Eagle of any caliber and vintage. Optimum eye relief of 12-24 inches.
Shown mounted with coordinating 1-inch see-through ring mounts
(see page 8) for Mark XIX pistols.
Leupold 2x EER, glossy black
Leupold 2x EER, silver

DEP364
DEP366

$199.00
$219.00

2.5x8

2x

Leupold® 2.5 x 8 EER Scopes
Create the ultimate handgun for hunting by adding one of these
top-of-the-line Leupold scopes to your 10-inch-barreled Desert Eagle of
any caliber and vintage. Optimum eye relief of 12-24 inches. (Do not use
with 6” barrel.) Shown mounted with coordinating 1-inch see-through
ring mounts (see page 8) for Mark XIX pistols.
Leupold 2.5 x 8 EER, black multicoat
Leupold 2.5 x 8 EER, silver

DEP369
DEP370

$399.00
$419.00

Any and all specifications are subject
to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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Absolutely Gripping
Slide Release & Safety Lever Kit
(for Mark I)
Upgrade the slide release and safety levers on your Mark I pistol to
Mark VII/Mark XIX specs. Slide release is larger, safety levers are larger
and hook-shaped. Field-installable. Standard black. For custom shop
finish, call Sales Department at 1-800-772-6168 for prices and scheduling.
Slide release & safety lever kit

DEP250

$59.00

Adjustable Trigger Assembly
(for Mark I)
Field-installable military 2-stage trigger assembly upgrades Mark I
Desert Eagle Pistols to Mark VII/Mark XIX trigger specs. Screwdriver
not included. Standard black. For custom shop finish, call Sales
Department at 1-800-772-6168 for prices and scheduling.
Adjustable trigger assembly

DEP200

$129.00

Desert Eagle Parts
After your Desert Eagle racks up a few miles, install new springs and
restore the zing. Recommended every 3,000 rounds for the .50 A.E.,
every 5,000 rounds for .357 and .44. Tune-up kit includes everything
pictured at left. Magazine springs also available individually. Recoil
spring assembly and gas piston replacements also available. Review
your operator's manual.

Recoil Springs

Extractor
Pin

Retaining
Rings
Extractor
Spring

Ejector
Pin

Magazine Spring
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Ejector
Spring

.357 spring tune-up kit (for Mark XIX)
.357 spring tune-up kit (for Mark I & VII)
.41/.44 spring tune-up kit (for Mark I, VII & XIX)
.50 A.E. spring tune-up kit (for Mark VII & XIX)
.357 magazine spring
.44 magazine spring
.50 A.E. magazine spring
Recoil spring assembly, Mark XIX and
.41/.44 Mark I/VII (not pictured)
Recoil spring assembly, .357 Mark I/VII (not pictured)
Gas piston, .357, Mark I/VII (not pictured)
Gas piston, Mark XIX and .41/.44 Mark I/VII (not pictured)

DEP209BL
DEP210BL
DEP211BL
DEP212BL
00024-1703
00025-0703
04007-0703

$39.00
$39.00
$39.00
$39.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

00025-0160
00024-1160
00024-1214
00025-1214

$50.00
$50.00
$35.00
$35.00

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Exotic Grips
Expertly crafted grips from Hogue® are fieldinstallable — no drilling or tapping required.
Pau ferro resembles fancy dark walnut. For
Desert Eagles of any vintage or caliber.

Leather Shooting Gloves
Uncle Mike's black cowhide shooting gloves with Lycra®
panels protect your hands from the effects of recoil.
Gel foam padding protects the web of your hand.
Extended, padded middle finger, unpadded palm.
Velcro® wrist strap for snug fit. Specify S, M, L or XL.
Leather shooting gloves (S,M,L or XL)

DEP285

Pau ferro grips for Desert Eagle

DEP815

$89.00

$25.95

Hogue® Rubber Grips

Desert Eagle Cleaning Kit

Soft synthetic rubber grips have cobblestoned texture for
secure hold. One-piece DEP821 with finger grooves, above
right, and two-piece DEP820 (no finger grooves), above
left, retrofit Mark I, VII and XIX. Both styles field-installable.
Made exclusively for the Desert Eagle by Hogue® Grips.

Your Desert Eagle is a precisely engineered tool that deserves
the special treatment this kit can deliver. Includes instructions,
5-in-1 tool, swivel handle, adapter, metal patch holder, wire
brush, phosphor bronze brushes (in sizes for .357, .44 and
.50). Brush for .50 A.E. and 5-in-1 tool also available separately.

Hogue rubber grips, 2-piece
Hogue rubber grips, 1-piece w/finger grooves

Cleaning kit
Extra universal 5-in-1 cleaning tool
Extra .50 A.E. brush

DEP820
DEP821

$49.00
$49.00

DEP150
DEP151
DEP149

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

$19.00
$12.00
$5.00
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"Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol
9mm, .40S&W, .45 ACP
The baby of the Desert Eagle family offers an excellent handgun value
and plenty of firepower. The grip is exceptionally comfortable and wellliked by shooters.
The double action/single action Baby Eagle is available in 3 calibers,
with some style variations. The compact (short frame and barrel) and
semi-compact (short barrel) pistols have the same excellent shooting
characteristics as the standard Baby Eagle and are ideal for shooters
with smaller hands.
All Baby Eagles are made of steel except the versions with polymer
frames. Custom finishes can be ordered on steel pistols. Brushed
chrome or polished chrome is an additional $220.00. Titanium gold
or titanium carbon nitride is an additional $500.00. Magazines remain
matte black. See page 14 for more information on custom finishes.

Compact

Suggested retail price is $549.00
(for steel models in matte black
and polymer models in black).

3.64-inch barrel, short (3.25-inch) grip, overall length 7.25 inches

The compact, steel-framed, matte black Baby Eagle weighs 2 lbs., 1.9 oz.
(9mm) or 2 lbs., 0.7 oz. (.40S&W) with empty magazine. It measures 5" high
and 1.125" wide.
9mm "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, short frame and barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd. MR9900RB
9mm “Baby” Desert Eagle Pistol, short frame and barrel, slide safety, decocker, 12-rd MR9912RB
.40S&W "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, short frame and barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd. MR9400RB

To purchase a Baby Eagle Pistol, please see your
favorite federally licensed firearms dealer.
Magazines, grips and caps can be obtained from
your dealer or directly from Magnum Research.

Standard (full size)
4.52-inch barrel, full-size (3.75-inch) grip,
overall length 8.25 inches

The standard-size matte black Baby Eagle is
5.75" high, 1.125" wide, and weighs 2 lbs.,
6.6 oz. (9mm) or 2 lbs., 5.9 oz. (.40S&W) with
empty magazine.
9mm "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol,
full size, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
9mm "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol,
full size, slide safety, decocker, 15-rd.
.40S&W "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol,
full size, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
.40S&W "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol,
full size, slide safety, decocker, 13-rd.
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MR9900
MR9915R
MR9400
MR9413R

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Semi-Compact
3.93-inch barrel, full-size (3.75-inch) grip, overall length 7.75 inches

Featuring a shorter barrel than the standard model, the semi-compact,
matte black Baby Eagle is 5.75" high and 1.125" wide. The .45 ACP
weighs 2 lbs., 7.8 oz., the 9mm weighs 2 lbs. 5.7 oz., and the
.40S&W weighs 2 lbs., 4.4 oz. with empty magazine.
9mm "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
9mm “Baby” Desert Eagle Pistol, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 15-rd.
.40S&W "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
.40S&W "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 13-rd.
.45 ACP "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.

MR9900RS
MR9915RS
MR9400RS
MR9413RS
MR4500RS

Compact Polymer
3.64-inch barrel, short (3.25-inch) grip, overall length 7.25 inches

The lightest Baby Eagle, this black polymer-framed pistol weighs
1 lb., 11.8 oz. (9mm) or 1 lb., 10.8 oz. (.40S&W) with empty
magazine. It measures 5" high and 1.125" wide.
9mm "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame,
short frame and barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
9mm "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame,
short frame and barrel, slide safety, decocker, 12-rd.
.40S&W "Baby" Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame,
short frame and barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.

MR9900BL
MR9912BL
MR9400BL

Semi-Compact Polymer (not shown)
3.93-inch barrel, full-size (3.75-inch) grip, overall length 7.75 inches

The largest of the polymer-framed Baby Eagles, this black pistol measures 5.75”
high and 1.125” wide. It weighs 1 lb., 13.2 oz. (.40S&W) or 1 lb., 13.6 oz. (9mm)
with empty magazine.
9mm “Baby” Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
9mm “Baby” Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 15-rd.
.40S&W ‘Baby” Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 10-rd.
.40S&W ‘Baby” Desert Eagle Pistol, polymer frame, short barrel, slide safety, decocker, 13-rd.

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

MR9900RSL
MR9915RSL
MR9400RSL
MR9413RSL
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Baby Eagle Accessories
Magazines
Standard (full-size) and semi-compact pistols take standard magazines.
Compact pistols take compact magazines.
9mm 10-round magazine, standard
9mm 15-round magazine, standard
9mm 10-round magazine, compact
9mm 12-round magazine, compact
.40S&W 10-round magazine, standard
.40S&W 13-round magazine, standard
.40S&W 10-round magazine, compact
.45 ACP 10-round magazine, standard
MAG4510

MAG4010

MAG4010C

MAG910

• Uncle Mike’s does carry several styles of cordura holsters (size #15 or #16
for the Baby Eagle pistols) and magazine pouches; visit their web site at
www.uncle-mikes.com or contact them at 1-503-655-7964 (or 1-800-845-2444).
We do carry a few of these Uncle Mikes Cordura holsters and magazine pouch
for all the Baby Eagle pistols, see below for our part numbers and pricing:
• Kramer Leather will custom make leather holsters (they stock some for the Baby
Eagle pistols). Visit their web site at www.kramerleather.com or contact them at 1253-564-6652 (or 1-888-KRAMER-1).
Shoulder Holster, RH, Black
Hip Holster, RH, Black
Hip Holster, LH, Black
Double Magazine Pouch, Black

BEP260B/R
BEP270B/R
BEP271B/L
BEP280

$57.95
$16.95
$16.95
$19.95

Custom Finishes
If you’d like your Baby to wear something other than basic black, order
a custom finish. (Custom finishing for all-steel pistols only, not those with
polymer frames. Magazines will still have black oxide finish.) See the
Desert Eagle custom finishing information on page 6 to see what these
finishes look like.
Brushed chrome finish
Polished chrome finish
Titanium gold finish
Titanium carbon nitride finish

C
PC
TG
TCN

Sights
Trijicon® night sight set for the Baby Eagle Pistol, 3-dot green front/rear, is
the brightest, strongest and safest for enhancing night fire accuracy.
Consultation with your gunsmith is suggested.
Trijicon night sights for Baby Eagle

BEP320

$129.00

Baby Booty
Get a more glamorous grip on your Baby Eagle with Hogue pau ferro wood
grips or Hogue rubber finger-groove grips. These grips fit standard and
semi-compact 9mm and .40S&W Baby Eagles made of steel only.
(Hogue makes other grips that may fit your Baby Eagle of any caliber. Visit your
favorite dealer, go to Hogue’s web site at www.getgrip.com, or call Hogue at
1-805-466-6266 or 1-800-GET-GRIP.)
HEADS UP! Adjustable Baby Eagle caps (not pictured) are lightweight,
imported, and embroidered in five colors.
Pau ferro grips for Baby Eagle
Rubber finger-groove grips for Baby Eagle
Baby Eagle cap, black (not shown)
Baby Eagle cap, white (not shown)
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BEP815
BEP821
BEP700
BEP701

$30.00
$35.00
$30.00
$35.00
$30.00
$35.00
$30.00
$30.00

MAG910C

Holsters

Cordura
Cordura
Cordura
Cordura

MAG910
MAG915
MAG910C
MAG912C
MAG4010
MAG4013
MAG4010C
MAG4510

$35.00
$26.00
$12.00
$12.00

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

add $220.00
add $220.00
add $500.00
add $500.00

IMPECCABLE PEDIGREE,

AFFORDABLE PRICE.

T

he Baby Desert Eagle Pistol is back — and it’s today’s best value

in h a n d g u n s . P r o u d o f f s p r i n g o f t h e l e g e n d a r y D e s e r t E a g l e P i s t o l , t h i s
s w e e t-sh o o t i n g s e m i-au t o c a n b e y o u r s i n 9 m m , .4 0 S & W, o r .4 5 A C P.
Visit your dealer, and fall in love with the Baby Eagle Pistol.
Standard, semi-compact, compact and polymer versions available.

BABY
EP I SAT OGL L E

®

MAGNUM RESEARCH
1 800 772 6168
www.magnumresearch.com
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For Sharp-Looking Shooters
Impress your friends. Embarrass your spouse. Magnum shirts and caps are great for an
afternoon at the range or a morning at the hardware store. (But probably not a night
at the opera.) All shirts are silkscreened and made in the U.S.A. Caps are imported.

Black T-Shirt
Cotton/poly T-shirt has MRI logo on front and large “3-D” design
on back. Specify size.
Black 3-D T-shirt (L, XL, XXL or XXXL)

DEP752

$15.00

Golf Shirt
Excellent quality golf shirts with embroidered Magnum Research
logo. Available in stone or black.
Golf Shirt (M, L, XL or XXL), stone
Golf Shirt (M, L, XL or XXL), black

DEP754
DEP753

$29.00
$29.00

Magnum U Sweatshirt &
Corduroy Cap
Sweatshirt has oversized fit in 11 oz. 80/20 cotton/poly blend.
V-notch in front. Specify size. Adjustable cap is embroidered
with logo, including the words “Magnum Research.”
Black Magnum U sweatshirt (M, L, XL or XXL) DEP758
Ash Magnum U sweatshirt (M, L, XL or XXL) DEP759
Black corduroy Magnum cap
DEP702

$39.00
$39.00
$15.00

Flame Gear T-Shirt & Cap
The back of this T-shirt features colorful flames on an ash
background. Small logo in front. Specify size. Lightweight cap
is natural color with dark blue accents.
Flame gear T-shirt (L, XL, XXL or XXXL)
Flame gear cap

DEP743
DEP695

$15.00
$12.00

Adult Sizes (by chest measurement, in inches):
M (38-40) L (42-44) XL (46-48) XXL (50-52)

XXXL (54-56)

Ash T-Shirt & Black Cap
Cotton/poly T-shirt has small MRI logo on front, large eagle on
back. Specify size. Black cotton twill cap is adjustable.
Ash T-shirt (L, XL, XXL or XXXL)
Twill Desert Eagle cap

DEP750
DEP700

$15.00
$12.00

Credit Card Orders
1-800-772-6168 • 763-574-1868
Weekdays 8:30 - 4:30 Central Time
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Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

Leather Hip Holsters For Hunting
Black leather, suede-lined holsters are perfect for Desert Eagles with or without
scopes, with any sights, or with scopes and sights. Shortest holster holds any
caliber Mark XIX pistol with 6” barrel. Medium-length holster holds any caliber,
any vintage, with 10” barrel. (Holster shown with 14” pistol not available.)
Matching magazine pouch. Reinforced lining of custom leather belt has
changed to tan-color hard rubber.
Hip holster, 6” barrel, right-hand (Mark XIX only)
Hip holster, 6” barrel, left-hand (Mark XIX only)
Hip holster, 10” barrel, right-hand (Mark I, VII, XIX)
Hip holster, 10” barrel, left-hand (Mark I, VII, XIX)
Leather single magazine pouch, black
Custom leather belt (specify 32”, 34”, 36”, 38” or 40”)

DEP2540
DEP2540L
DEP2541
DEP2541L
DEP2513
DEP2543

$99.00
$99.00
$99.00
$99.00
$35.00
$79.00

Leather Shoulder Holster
Custom-crafted in the U.S.A. of top-quality cowhide by Gould & Goodrich for
any DEP with 6-inch barrel. Lined. Choose natural or black, right-hand or
left-hand. Double magazine pouch matches and attaches.
Leather shoulder holster, natural, right-hand
Leather shoulder holster, natural, left-hand
Leather double magazine pouch, natural
Leather shoulder holster, black, right-hand
Leather shoulder holster, black, left-hand
Leather double magazine pouch, black

DEP2511
DEP2511L
DEP2524
DEP2512
DEP2512L
DEP2525

$139.00
$139.00
$50.00
$139.00
$139.00
$50.00

Leather Hip Holsters
Right-handed holster with thumb break. Holds any DEP
with 6-inch barrel. Choose black or natural. Lined.
Matching custom-crafted magazine pouch.
Leather hip holster, black
Leather single magazine pouch, black
Leather hip holster, natural
Leather single magazine pouch, natural

DEP2504
DEP2513
DEP2502
DEP2516

$79.00
$35.00
$79.00
$35.00

Custom Leather Holster
Black leather, suede-lined holster has closed construction to protect
your Desert Eagle pistol of any caliber with open sights. Right-hand or left-hand.
Reinforced lining of custom leather belt has changed to tan-color hard rubber.
Custom hip holster, right-hand
Custom hip holster, left-hand
Leather single magazine pouch, black (shown above)
Custom leather belt (specify 32”, 34”, 36”, 38” or 40”)

DEP2539
DEP2539L
DEP2513
DEP2543

$99.00
$99.00
$35.00
$79.00

Unless otherwise noted, all of our leather holsters accommodate
Mark I, Mark VII and Mark XIX pistols.
Holster Questions? Call MRI Sales Department at
1-800-772-6168.
Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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®

Cordura Madness
All of our Cordura holsters accommodate Mark I,
Mark VII and Mark XIX pistols.

Cordura Tactical Thigh Holster
®

Black Cordura SAS-style thigh holster holds any DEP with 6-inch barrel.
Matching double magazine pouch holds magazines for all calibers.
Black nylon web belt complements all of our Uncle Mike’s Cordura holsters and magazine pouches.
Thigh holster, right-hand
Thigh holster, left-hand
Double magazine pouch
Nylon web belt, medium (to 36” waist)
Nylon web belt, large (to 42” waist)

DEP273B/R
DEP274B/L
DEP280
DEP275B
DEP276B

$69.00
$69.00
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00

Cordura Hip Holster
®

Affordable, practical, black Cordura hip holster custom-built to fit any
DEP with 6-inch barrel. Complete the set with the matching double
magazine pouch and nylon web belt.
Hip holster, right-hand
Hip holster, left-hand
Double magazine pouch
Nylon web belt, medium (to 36” waist)
Nylon web belt, large (to 42” waist)

DEP270B/R
DEP271B/L
DEP280
DEP275B
DEP276B

$30.00
$30.00
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00

Cordura Shoulder Holster
®

Discreet black shoulder holster by Uncle Mike’s holds any DEP with
6-inch barrel. Matching double magazine pouch and nylon web belt
complete the rig. Like all our holsters, made in the U.S.A.
Shoulder holster, right-hand
Shoulder holster, left-hand
Double magazine pouch
Nylon web belt, medium (to 36” waist)
Nylon web belt, large (to 42” waist)

DEP260B/R
DEP261B/L
DEP280
DEP275B
DEP276B

Credit Card Orders
1-800-772-6168 • 763-574-1868
Weekdays 8:30 - 4:30 Central Time
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Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

$50.00
$50.00
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00

Cordura Shoulder Holsters
for Hunting
®

Black shoulder holsters hold any Desert Eagle with a 10-inch barrel. Available
for pistols with open sights or scopes. Made in the U.S.A. by Uncle Mike’s.
Don’t forget a belt and a magazine pouch!
Shoulder holster, 10” barrel, scoped, right-hand
Shoulder holster, 10” barrel, scoped, left-hand
Double magazine pouch
Nylon web belt, medium (to 36” waist)
Nylon web belt, large (to 42” waist)

LEP255B/R
LEP256B/L
DEP280
DEP275B
DEP276B

$54.00
$54.00
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00

Cordura Bandolier Holsters
®

Custom-manufactured by Uncle Mike’s for scoped Desert Eagles in all
calibers. For right-handed use with pistols that have 6-inch or10-inch
barrels. Our standard double magazine pouch and nylon web belt
match all our Cordura holsters.
Bandolier holster for scoped DEP, 6” barrel
Bandolier holster for scoped DEP, 10” barrel
Double magazine pouch
Nylon web belt, medium (to 36” waist)
Nylon web belt, large (to 42” waist)

DEP266B
DEP268B
DEP280
DEP275B
DEP276B

$65.00
$65.00
$29.00
$29.00
$29.00

Range Bag
Lightweight, sturdy pistol case (larger bag in photo) is custommanufactured for Magnum Research in 1050D black ballistic nylon.
Padding, self-healing zipper, outside zip-tuck pocket. Made in U.S.A.
Instead of the multi-eagle Magnum Research design
shown, the bag is embroidered with the single-eagle
Desert Eagle design shown on the patch on the smaller
bag. (The smaller bag is not available.)
Range Bag, 18” x 10”

DEP503B

$50.00

Cordura Tactical Hip Holster
®

By your request! Designed to hold any 6-inch Desert Eagle Pistol with a
frame-mounted laser, this tactical hip holster adjusts at several points to fit
your shooting style. Made by Uncles Mike’s. Nylon web belt (shown in
other photos) coordinates. Available in right-hand and left-hand versions.
Tactical hip holster, right-hand
Tactical hip holster, left-hand

DEP272B/R
DEP272B/L

$79.00
$79.00

Call MRI Sales Department at 1-800-772-6168.

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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Ammo & Extras
ICC Aluminum Travel Cases
Aluminum cases are airline-approved and armorer-recommended. Smaller case
measures 24”x14”x4-1/2”. Larger case measures 36”x16”x4-1/2”. A black ballistic
nylon jacket is available for each size.
ICC aluminum case, 24”x14”
Jacket for DEP595 case
ICC aluminum case, 36”x16”
Jacket for DEP596 case

DEP595
DEP595CJ
DEP596
DEP596CJ

$160.00
$79.00
$199.00
$79.00

Desert Eagle Knives
We love these custom Kershaw knives, and you will, too! Designed by Ken
Onion, these knives feature a 3-inch 440A stainless steel blade and 4-inch 410
stainless body. Pocket clip, safety lock, Speed Safe assisted opening, and our
Magnum Research eagle logo complete the picture.
Desert Eagle knife, silver

DEP391
DEP392

NEW! Desert Eagle knife, matte black finish

$59.00
$79.00

Walnut Cases
Acrylic-topped solid walnut showcase features lasered eagle. Combination lock.
Lined with foam & velvet. (Pin not included.) Solid walnut presentation case
with handle is foam-lined. Lasered eagle on top. Both measure approximately
10” x 17”. (Ammo box no longer available.)
Walnut showcase w/acrylic top
Walnut presentation case

DEP601W
DEP600W

$115.00
$115.00

Custom-Jeweled Components
This custom finish offers a relatively inexpensive way to jazz up the components of your Magnum Research products, including the Desert Eagle Pistol*
(DEP), Baby Eagle Pistol (BEP), Biggest Finest Revolver (BFR) and Mountain
Eagle Rifle (MER). The prices listed are for jeweling your components, which
you will have to ship to Magnum at your own expense.
Custom jeweling of safety levers
Custom jeweling of hammer
Custom jeweling of trigger
Custom jeweling of bolt assembly
Custom jeweling of other components
Install trigger stop (your trigger)

Credit Card Orders
1-800-772-6168 • 763-574-1868
Weekdays 8:30 - 4:30 Central Time
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(DEP)
(DEP, BEP)
(DEP, BFR, BEP)
(DEP, BEP, MER)
(DEP, BEP, MER)
(DEP)

GS-JEWL-SL
GS-JEWL-H
GS-JEWL-T
GS-JEWL-B
GS-JEWL
GS-TS

$15.00
$15.00
$10.00
$20.00
Call
$20.00

*Only brushed chrome, polished chrome, and bright nickel Desert Eagle finishes can be jeweled.
Why not the other finishes? Matte chrome and satin nickel are too dull to jewel, 24K gold is too
soft and titanium is too hard to jewel, and the polished & blued finish is susceptible to rust if jeweled.

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

.50 A.E. Ammo
If you have a hard time finding rounds for your .50 locally,
call us. We usually have some in stock. Each box contains 20
rounds of jacketed soft-point or jacketed hollow-point
ammunition. MRI-brand ammo is manufactured by CCI/Blount.
1 box MRI 350-gr. SP
1 box MRI 300-gr. HP
1 box Samson ULTRA 300-gr. SP
1 box Samson ULTRA 300-gr. HP

DEP50JSP350B
DEP50JHP300B
DEP50JSP300
DEP50JHP300

$24.00
$24.00
$24.00
$24.00

.50 Action Express Performance Data
in the Desert Eagle® Pistol from Magnum Research, Inc.
Ammunition
Make
Magnum Research
Magnum Research
Speer Gold Dot
Samson
Samson

Bullet Weight and Type
300 grain JHP
350 grain JSP
325 grain UCHP
300 grain JHP
300 grain JSP

6 Inch Barrel
Muzzle
Muzzle
Velocity, ft/sec Energy, ft. lbs.
1516
1531
1270
1253
1320
1257
1394
1294
1399
1304

10 Inch Barrel
Muzzle
Muzzle
Velocity, ft/sec
Energy, ft. lbs.
1638
1787
1411
1547
1483
1586
1515
1528
1534
1567

Instrumental velocities at 15 feet: readings taken used production pistols
Key to Abbreviations: JHP - jacketed hollow point JSP - jacketed soft point UCP - Uni-Cor™ hollow point

Remember Our Rimfire Rifles
For Uncanny Accuracy
NEW! Magnum Lite Rifles featuring our patented graphite barrels and Magnum’s new rimfire receiver: The MLR-1722!
Our new receiver for .22 Long Rifle and .17 Mach-2 features a
sculpted integral scope base, target trigger, “french grey” anodizing, and our patent pending “Bolt Kit” that matches bolt speed to
caliber (.22LR or .17-M2). Complete rifles available with Hogue®
Over-Molded™ stock, Barracuda stock laminated in three color
options, or our new classic walnut stock and cheek piece with
shadow line.
The .17Mach-2 barrel and bolt kit.

Installed on a Ruger® action
with Barracuda forest camo stock.

You may also bring your existing Ruger® to the ultimate level of
accuracy with our easily installed replacement graphite barrels.
Or choose a complete rifle in .22WMR or .17HMR. These complete rifles include a Ruger® Winchester Magnum receiver, our
Magnum Lite graphite barrel and either a Hogue Over-Molded™
stock or a Barracuda competition stock in forest camo, nutmeg
or pepper laminate.
To learn more, visit www.magnumresearch.com/MagnumLite.asp

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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Technical Data
General Features
• The Desert Eagle Pistol is a gas-operated, semi-automatic pistol with a
rotating bolt for positive lock-up.
• The barrel is locked in place, assuring a high degree of accuracy. Maximum
effective range with the standard 6-inch barrel is 200 meters (650 ft.).
• The polygonal rifling reduces barrel wear and enhances the obturation
between the bullet and the bore, thus increasing accuracy.

• Anatomically formed grip, ideal hand seating angle and comfortable grip
dimensions permit rapid, accurate, instinctive shooting. The combat-type
trigger guard is designed for two-handed shooting.
• The Desert Eagle Pistol fires standard ammunition.
• When the last round in the magazine is fired, the slide locks open,
permitting rapid change of magazine and immediate chambering of a
round for instant resumption of firing.

The Ultimate Hunter
Build your fantasy Desert Eagle with our wide
selection of pistol-enhancing accessories. The items
featured here are a brushed hard chrome custom
finish (see p. 6), Hogue 1-piece rubber grips with
finger grooves (see p. 11), a Leupold scope, ring
mounts, and Millett sights (all pp. 8-9).

Accessories must be purchased separately.

Mark XIX Desert Eagle Pistol Specifications
.357 MAGNUM
10.75 inches (27.3 cm)
Length, with 6-inch (152 mm) barrel
Length, with 10-inch (254 mm) barrel
14.75 inches (37.5 cm)
Height
6.25 inches (15.9 cm)
1.25 inches (32 mm)
Width
Trigger reach
2.75 inches (70 mm)
Sight radius (with 6-inch barrel)
8.5 inches (215 mm)
1998.6 grams (4 lbs, 6.2 oz.)
Weight w/empty magazine
Polygonal rifling (right-hand twist)
1 turn in 14 inches (355 mm)
9 rounds
Magazine capacity
.357” (9.1 mm)
Bore diameter
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.44 MAGNUM
10.75 inches (27.3 cm)
14.75 inches (37.5 cm)
6.25 inches (15.9 cm)
1.25 inches (32 mm)
2.75 inches (70 mm)
8.5 inches (215 mm)
1998.6 grams (4 lbs, 6.2 oz.)
1 turn in 18 inches (457 mm)
8 rounds
.429” (10.9 mm)

.50 A.E.
10.75 inches (27.3 cm)
14.75 inches (37.5 cm)
6.25 inches (15.9 cm)
1.25 inches (32 mm)
2.75 inches (70 mm)
8.3 inches (215 mm)
1998.6 grams (4 lbs, 6.2 oz.)
1 turn in 19 inches (48.3 cm)
7 rounds
.495” (12.6 mm)/.429” (10.9 mm)

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MARK VII .357 AND MARK XIX .357

General Features
The 7/8” dovetail rib on the barrel has cross slots to accommodate
scope rings (available as an option). This integral scope base means
no additional mounting hardware is required.

Safety
The safety is ambidextrous — it can be operated by right-handed
and left-handed shooters. When the safety is on, the firing pin is
blocked, disconnecting the trigger bar from the sear at the same
time. Extensive tests in accordance with military specifications include
drop tests that show the Desert Eagle is safe from accidental firing.

Construction
Desert Eagle Pistol parts are machined or precision-cast and
machined to strict military standards from high-quality steel.

THE MARK VII DESERT EAGLE .357 PISTOL
Barrel: the six, ten and fourteen-inch all have a 3/8” dovetail on top.
Slide Assembly: the slide is physically smaller in size lower to accommodate the
barrels with the 3/8” dovetail.
Frame Assembly: same as Mark XIX configuration, with two-stage trigger and
plastic grips.
Appointments: same as Mark XIX configuration, safety levers are hook-shaped,
slide release lever has three steps for ease of operation.
The Mark VII Desert Eagle .357 Magnum pistols are convertible to XIX. The conversion kit (part #CONV...) consists of a complete slide assembly, barrel, gas piston,
recoil spring assembly, magazine and grips. A costly conversion.
THE MARK XIX DESERT EAGLE .357 PISTOL
Barrel: the six and ten-inch all have a 7/8” dovetail on top with cross-slots for
scopes.
Slide Assembly: the slide is physically larger in size higher to accommodate the
barrels with the 7/8” dovetail.
Frame Assembly: same as Mark VII configuration, two-stage trigger, same plastic
grips.
Appointments: same as Mark VII configuration, safety levers are hook-shaped,
slide release lever has three steps for ease of operation.
The Mark XIX Desert Eagle .357 Magnum pistols are convertible to other XIX calibers
(.50 A.E./.44) by simply switching barrel, magazine and bolt assembly.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MARK VII .44 AND MARK XIX .44
THE MARK VII DESERT EAGLE .44 PISTOL
Barrel: the six, ten and fourteen-inch all have a 3/8” dovetail on top.
Slide Assembly: the slide is physically smaller in size lower to accommodate the
barrels with the 3/8” dovetail.
Frame Assembly: same as Mark XIX configuration, with two-stage trigger and
plastic grips.
Appointments: same as Mark XIX configuration, safety levers are hook-shaped,
slide release lever has three steps for ease of operation.
The Mark VII Desert Eagle .44 Magnum pistols are convertible to XIX. The conversion kit (part #CONV...) consists of a complete slide assembly, barrel, gas piston,
recoil spring assembly, magazine and grips. A costly conversion.

Cutaway illustration of the Mark VII Desert Eagle Pistol

THE MARK XIX DESERT EAGLE .44 PISTOL
Barrel: the six and ten-inch all have a 7/8” dovetail on top with cross-slots for
scopes.
Slide Assembly: the slide is physically larger in size higher to accommodate the
barrels with the 7/8” dovetail.
Frame Assembly: same as Mark VII configuration, two-stage trigger and plastic
grips.
Appointments: same as Mark VII configuration, safety levers are hook-shaped, slide
release lever has three steps for ease of operation.

Questions on Desert Eagle Pistol conversions and accessories?
Please call Magnum Research Sales Department at
1-800-772-6168, Monday - Friday, 8:30 - 4:30 Central Time.

The Mark XIX Desert Eagle .44 Magnum pistols are convertible to .50 AE by simply
switching barrel and magazine. To convert to the .357, you also need to switch the
bolt assembly.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MARK VII .50 AE AND MARK XIX
.50 AE
THE MARK VII DESERT EAGLE .50 AE PISTOL
There is no difference; it is the same as the Mark XIX. When we first produced the
.50 AE pistols, we called them the Mark VII series, but as we changed the .357 and
.44 to share the same slide assembly as the .50 AE, we decided to call this series
the Mark XIX.

Mark VII Desert Eagle Pistol Specifications
.44 MAGNUM
10.6 inches (270 mm)
Length, with 6-inch (152 mm) barrel
5.7 inches (145 mm)
Height
Width
1.25 inches (32 mm)
Trigger reach
2.75 inches (70 mm)
Sight radius (with 6-inch barrel)
8.5 inches (215 mm)
Weight w/empty magazine
1897 grams (66.9 oz.)
Polygonal rifling (right-hand twist)
1 turn in 18 inches (457 mm)
8 rounds
Magazine capacity
Bore diameter
.429” (10.9 mm)

THE MARK XIX DESERT EAGLE .50 AE PISTOL
Barrel: the six and ten-inch all have a 7/8” dovetail on top with cross-slots for
scopes.
Slide Assembly: the slide is physically larger to accommodate the barrels with the
7/8” dovetail.
Frame Assembly: two-stage trigger and plastic grips.
Appointments: safety levers are hook-shaped; slide release lever has three steps for
ease of operation.
The Mark XIX Desert Eagle .50 AE Magnum pistols are convertible to the Mark XIX
.44 by simply switching the barrel and magazine. To convert to the .357 you need
to switch the bolt assembly, barrel and magazine.

Any and all specifications are subject to change at the manufacturer’s sole discretion.
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